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Bedside table \

A mobile table that follows you closely. At least if you like. Buddy 
is very agile with its small wheels. A handy companion in your 
living room or bedroom, as a side table or bedside table.

Timeless design
Thanks to its bronze metal look, Buddy has a contemporary 
and modern appearance. If you opt for the Buddy, you can 
enjoy an extra wooden shelf, in addition to the metal storage 
compartment, a handy reading lamp and a USB port for charging 
your smartphone or tablet.

The automatic foot lights switch on easily when motion is detected 
in low light and provide discreet low lighting to move through a 
room in the dark safely.

Practical accessories
Buddy is so much more than a classic side table. With intelligence 
functions, it does its name justice and becomes your regular 
partner in bed or with your design lounge chair.

What makes the bedside table Buddy so unique? \

\ \ Integrated reading lamp
\ \ Foot light with automatic detection
\ \ Solid beech shelf
\ \ USB port
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MODEL

BUDDY X

The Buddy X version features a reading 
lamp and automatic foot lighting. This 
version also features a solid beech top shelf. 
The Buddy X has a USB port on the sides 
of the top shelf.

BUDDY O

The Buddy O version features a top in solid 
beech and an ergonomic wooden push 
arm. There is no electrical connection. 

AUTOMATIC FOOT LIGHTS

A floor-oriented light makes it easy to get up at night. The automatic foot lighting on the Buddy X is activated automatically in low light 
and motion detection by the built-in PIR sensor on the front of the foot panel. 
The automatic foot lights turn off automatically after three minutes (or 1, 5 or 8 minutes on request). 
The automatic foot lights can be switched off if desired using a switch on the back of the foot panel.

COLOUR

Both versions of the buddy have a bronze-coloured metal frame in RAL colour 1035 and also have a solid beech shelf.

Ral 1035 Solid beech
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION LIGHTING

The Buddy X features a mood lamp and foot lighting.

Mood lamp 3 W – 3000 °K

USB 1.5 A per USB connection

Foot lighting 2 W — 3000°K

Foot light sensor Sensor range: 5 m with an angle of 100°. The sensor is located on the top of the buddy.

Foot lighting delay time 3 minutes (factory settings: 1, 5, 8 minutes)

Transformer 220 V–12 V–3 A (separate transformer) 
Cord length: 1.5 m 

IP Value Class III–IP20

CE Approval The electrical version of the bedside table Buddy is CE-marked according to the machinery 
directive. This involves analysing all possible risks when using the product. These risks were 
then addressed during the development of the product. Moreover, all electrical components 
also have a CE declaration and are therefore safe to use. 
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Buddy X 29 131 39 12 yes ������

Buddy O 29 80 41 10 yes ������

�� = domestic use / ����  = project-based use / ������ = intensive project-based use

DIMENSIONS


